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صخلملا

.ىرخأتلااجمةدعنمتايرظنلانمةعساوةعومجميبطلاميلعتلالاجمدمتعا
ملعنمتأشنيتلا،يكاردلإالمحتلاةيرظنوهامدحىلإةثيدحلاةلثملأانمو
لمحتلاةيرظننمةاحوتسملاةيبيرجتلاتاساردلانمديدعلا.يوبرتلاسفنلا
دادعإيفتمهسأيكاردلإالمحتلاةيرظنلةيلمعلاراثلآاضارعتساويكاردلإا
تاعومجمةدعتعضو،هتاذتقولايف.يبطلاميلعتلاميمصتلةيداشرلإادعاوقلا
هذهنممغرلاىلعو.يبطلاميلعتلاقايسيفيكاردلإالمحتلاسايقلتاودأةيثحب
ايدحتيكاردلإالمحتلانمةفلتخمعاونلأةلدأىلعلوصحلاىقبي،تاروطتلا
ثلاثببطلايملعمديوزتل:نيرمأىلإةلاقملاهذهفدهت،كلذلجأنمو.اماه
ةيساسلأااياضقلاضعبحرشلومييقتلاوتاميلعتلاميمصتلةسيئرةيداشرإدعاوق
دعاوقلارودت.يكاردلإالمحتلانمةفلتخمعاونألوحيقابلايدحتلايف
عضوو،ملعتلايفمهسيلايذلايكاردلإاطاشنلانمليلقتلالوحةيداشرلإا
ملعتلانيبهجولأاةددعتمةقلاعلاريدقتو،رابتعلاانيعيفملعتللةددحمفادهأ
يفثدحييذلاقايسلايكاردلإالمحتلالوحةسيئرلااياضقلانمضتتو.مييقتلاو
تيقوتو،يلقعلادهجلاتاريدقتلدحاورصنعمادختسايفرارمتسلااو،ملعتلا
.ملعتلاجئاتنويكاردلإالمحتلا

سايقلا؛ميمصتلا؛ميلعتلا؛ملعتلا؛يكاردلإالمحتلاةيرظن:ةيحاتفملاتاملكلا

Abstract

The field of medical education has adopted a wide variety

of theories from other fields. A fairly recent example is

cognitive load theory, which originated in educational

psychology. Several empirical studies inspired by cogni-

tive load theory and reviews of practical implications of
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cognitive load theory have contributed to guidelines for

the design of medical education. Simultaneously, several

research groups have developed instruments for the

measurement of cognitive load in a medical education

context. These developments notwithstanding, obtaining

evidence for different types of cognitive load remains an

important challenge. Therefore, the aim of this article is

twofold: to provide medical educators with three key

guidelines for the design of instruction and assessment

and to discuss several fundamental issues in the remain-

ing challenges presented by different types of cognitive

load. The guidelines revolve around minimizing cognitive

activity that does not contribute to learning, working

with specific learning goals in mind, and appreciating the

multifaceted relation between learning and assessment.

Key issues around the types of cognitive load include the

context in which learning occurs, the continued use of

single-item mental effort ratings, and the timing of

cognitive load and learning outcome measurements.
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Introduction

The field of medical education has adopted a wide variety

of theories from other fields. A recent example is cognitive
load theory (CLT),1e11 which originated in educational
psychology.1,2,6e9 CLT defines learning as the development
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and automation of cognitive schemas stored in long-term
memory about content to be learnt (e.g., anatomy of the

human body12 or a particular type of systematic problem-
solving procedure13,14). A vast body of empirical work has
demonstrated the narrow limits of human working

memory,15e18 and CLT states that the design of education
has to respect these limits.4,5,9,11 Several empirical studies
inspired by CLT12,20e22,24,26e28 and reviews of practical

implications of CLT4,5,10,11,19,23,25,29,30 have contributed to
guidelines for the design of medical education.
Simultaneously, several research groups have developed
instruments for the measurement of cognitive load in a

medical education context.22,24,26e28 These developments
notwithstanding, obtaining evidence for different types of
cognitive load remains an important challenge. Therefore,

the aim of this article is twofold: to provide medical
educators with three key guidelines for the design of
instruction and assessment and to discuss several

fundamental issues in the remaining challenge concerning
different types of cognitive load.
Three core guidelines for the design of instruction and

assessment

Following the aforementioned definition of learning in
CLT as the development and automation of cognitive sche-
mas regarding content to be learnt, three types of cognitive

load have been distinguished in the literature: intrinsic
cognitive load (ICL), extraneous cognitive load (ECL) and
germane cognitive load (GCL).4,5,9,11 When confronted with

information about content to be learnt, the incompleteness
and lack of development e or lack of automation e of a
learner’s cognitive schemas about that content imposes

ICL. The more content elements that need to be processed
by working memory at a given time and/or the more
interaction between elements (i.e., element interactivity5),
the more ICL for a learner. Next, ECL is cognitive load

due to cognitive processes that as such do not contribute to
learning.31,32 Finally, GCL has been viewed as cognitive
load due to the deliberate engagement in cognitive

processes that are beneficial to learning, including asking
the right questions, appropriate self-explanation of content,
accurate metacognitive monitoring of learning and perfor-

mance, and following up on that monitoring with adequate
learning activity.9e11

In recent years, several researchers have suggested a
modified dual model that includes only ICL and ECL and

gives a broader interpretation to ICL, depending on the goals
of learning and instruction.1e5,7,8,14 It is important to note
that this dual model does not deny the existence of GCL;

rather, it is cognitive load due to working memory
resources allocated to dealing with ICL, or the part of ICL
that benefits learning.1,4,5 If none of the ICL is dealt with

successfully, GCL is 0; if all ICL is dealt with successfully,
all ICL is GCL. In other words, while in the traditional
three-factor ICL/ECL/GCL cognitive load model9e11 GCL

is a distinct third type of cognitive load, in the modified
two-factor ICL/ECL cognitive load model, GCL is a pro-
portion (i.e., somewhere on a scale from 0 to 100%) of ICL.
Effectively, the two models support exactly the same guide-

lines for the design of education and training. Since a variety
of articles and book chapters have provided rather detailed
reviews and overviews of recommendations for education

and training,3e5,8e11,19,23,25,30,33 using examples from
recently published research, this article focuses on three
core guidelines, two of which have been considered mainly

more recently.

Guideline (1): minimize cognitive activity that does not
contribute to learning

The first guideline revolves around minimizing ECL,

meaning that instruction should be designed in such a way
that only a minimum of working memory resources is needed
for cognitive processes that do not contribute to learning as
such.4,5,8e11 Well-known examples of such cognitive pro-

cesses among learners who are new to a certain topic are
having to verbally process information that ought to be
presented visually5 and having to divide one’s attention

between information sources, in different spaces or times,
that could be integrated into a single source.3,4,10 These
effects eventually disappear as learners become more

proficient, and providing support where it is not needed
may contribute to ECL.5,8,10 For instance, when early stage
learners have to learn a complex procedure, ECL due to
ineffective problem-solving search can be reduced by hav-

ing them study a worked example of a successful completion
of a procedure first.34 However, this beneficial effect of
support among novice learners disappears and eventually

reverses when applied to more advanced learners.35,36

When we ask learners to do an objective structured clin-
ical examination (OSCE) with possible diagnoses in mind

and to explicitly engage in forward (i.e., from symptom to
diagnosis) and backward (i.e., from diagnosis to symptom)
clinical reasoning,37e39 we can expect a higher ICL than

when we ask learners to focus primarily on the manoeuvres
of the OSCE procedure.4,22,23 Likewise, when we ask
undergraduate students to practice with a simulated patient
in an authentic simulated workplace environment (i.e.,

simulated clinical immersion), they will probably
experience a higher ICL than when we let them practice
with that simulated patient outside such an environment,

since in the latter case there are no environmental stimuli
to pay attention to.26 Moreover, in most medical
procedures, it is not sufficient to merely learn the steps of a

procedure. Rather, these steps often have to be undertaken
in a particular sequence to ensure a correct solution. The
order matters, and that interactivity adds to ICL. In such
an environment, having to address patient cases where

there are many possible diagnoses and/or several
comorbidities23 may take the ICL for less experienced
learners to the limits of their working memory. However,

more advanced learners will probably experience a lower
ICL in such a situation because they can activate more
developed and perhaps already more automated cognitive

schemas than their less experienced peers.
Careful reflection on this ICL factor is of paramount

importance, because in the aforementioned case (i.e., OSCE

and simulated clinical immersion) and other settings in
medicine and healthcare, several sources not yet mentioned
can contribute to ECL. First, having to address patient cases
that are very complex for learners at a given stage without

adequate instructional support from a supervisor or the
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environment is likely to trigger ineffective problem-solving
search activity that does not contribute to learning.5,10

Second, confusing instructions from a supervisor or peer
student could trigger cognitive processes that hinder
learning.22 Third, distractors from the working

environment26 or even from one’s own thoughts or
emotions (e.g., pondering about feedback that a
mannequin died20,21) can consume working memory

resources that could otherwise be used for learning.

Guideline (2): all the way work with specific learning goals
in mind

As mentioned previously, the modified two-factor ICL/
ECL model proposes a broader interpretation of ICL

depending on the goals of learning and instruction. This
interpretation has resulted in a suggestion to introduce specific
instructional goals as a key aspect to consider in CLT.2 These

goals are not necessarily limited to learning specific content;
they may refer to motivational, affective, and metacognitive
activities as well.40 Whatever these goals refer to, they can

help educators and researchers define what is ICL and what
is ECL in a given context. All working memory capacity that
is needed for activities that, as such, do not contribute to
achieving the specific goal(s) under consideration is ECL.

For example, Tremblay and colleagues26 have demonstrated
that undergraduate pharmacy students who have little if any
prior experience with a simulated authentic workplace

environment tend to focus more on environmental stimuli
and less on clinical reasoning when practising in such an
environment compared with outside such an environment. If

the goal of an exercise is to have students learn how to
address specific stimuli (e.g., phone ringing, colleagues
passing by, patient files) in a workplace environment,

cognitive load due to dealing with these stimuli is ICL.
However, if the focus in an exercise is on clinical reasoning,
cognitive load due to environmental stimuli can be
considered ECL because it takes away working memory

resources that could otherwise be used for clinical reasoning.
Starting with practice outside such a workplace environment
may then help educators and trainers to have students focus

on the development of clinical reasoning.
Task complexity can be influenced by increasing either the

number of content elements to be processed at a given time

or the extent to which elements that have to be processed
interact with each other (e.g., a fixed sequence in procedural
steps). In OSCE design, for instance, complexity can be
increased by instructing learners to perform the procedure

with competing hypotheses about possible diagnoses in
mind.22,37e39 Moreover, task complexity can be increased by
having to address more symptoms, comorbidities, and acuity

of a case.23 Of course, elevating complexity is unlikely to
benefit learners who have little experience with OSCEs and
do not yet know the manoeuvres very well. If the goal of a

training exercise is to help learners practice specific
manoeuvres, all cognitive load related to learning these
manoeuvres is ICL. However, if the goal of the exercise is

to learn how to perform a physical examination and
engage in clinical reasoning with specific hypotheses in
mind, ICL is that cognitive load that arises from engaging
e or learning to engage e in clinical reasoning while

performing the examination. It is at this stage, when
learners are somewhat more advanced, meaning they know
the manoeuvres, that increases in the number of symptoms,

comorbidities, and acuity of a case can help to achieve the
goal of learning how to perform a physical examination
and engage in clinical reasoning with specific hypotheses in

mind for a range of cases. Finally, at the next stage,
schema development and automation can be stimulated
further through contextual interference, variability, and

imagination.10,11 Although these factors are likely to
contribute to ECL among less experienced learners, they
can help advanced learners to address an increased element
interactivity associated with ICL.

In short, learning tasks and training activities should be
designed with specific learning goals in mind. These learning
goals will help educators and researchers to determine what

cognitive activity is essential for achieving a given goal (i.e.,
essential for learning: ICL) and what cognitive activity is not
essential for and/or may hinder achieving that goal (i.e., not

essential for learning: ECL).1,2 While CLT has traditionally
focused on the learner, the modified dual ICL/ECL
approach proposes learner activity as the main unit of
analysis,2 and both learner-related and activity-by-learner-

interaction related factors33 may, depending on the goals of
the activity, influence ICL as well as ECL. In this view, any
kind of ‘other’ cognitive load that does not fit within either

ICL or ECL e call it GCL or whatever e is redundant.1,2,4

Guideline (3): appreciate the multifaceted relation between
learning and assessment

Apart from distinguishing between ICL and ECL, specific

learning goals can help to design appropriate assessment of
learning. For example, if the goal of a training exercise is to
make students familiar with manoeuvres that are needed to

perform an OSCE, OSCEs that focus on these manoeuvres
can help educators to assess the extent of students’ mastery
of these manoeuvres. Simultaneously, when well designed,
these OSCEs may serve as assessment for learning, meaning

that they may drive subsequent practice and learning. For
example, once learners master the manoeuvres that are
needed in a particular type of OSCE station, the next stage is

to have students practice with OSCEs in a more hypothesis-
driven approach.22,37e39 Especially when students are about
to do their internships, they may have the motivation as well

as the cognitive schema development and, given the nature of
the internship, need for practice at this next stage in the
learning process.22 Likewise, although simulated clinical
workplace environments may be experienced as somewhat

stressful, especially by undergraduate students, it is, for
patient safety and for creating a safe learning environment
for the student, probably advisable to have students

practice at this level before moving on to real patients.
Appropriately designed assessments should inform
educators and students when it is time to move to the next

level (i.e., from outside to inside a simulated workplace
environment, and from a simulated workplace environment
to a real workplace environment). In other words, these

assessments are not end points as in assessments of
learning after some training period. Rather, they are
carried out while learning occurs, and as such can
constitute a practice of high-frequency low-stakes assess-

ments in a longitudinal trajectory rather than low-frequency
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(end point) high-stakes assessments.41e43 Of course, this does
not exclude having high-stakes ‘end point’ assessments, as

well.
Apart from learning particular content, we may want to

train our students in monitoring their own learning and

making appropriate choices in what to study and practice
next.44,45 However, it is important to note that these self-
regulated learning processes also require working memory

capacity, and it is perhaps for that reason that learners are
unlikely to spontaneously use their learning task perfor-
mance or effort invested in a learning task to reflect on which
task to select next.45 Whether the working memory resources

allocated to engaging in these self-regulated learning pro-
cesses are to be considered ICL or ECL in a given context
depends on whether the development of these processes or

skills constitutes a learning goal (i.e., ICL) or not (i.e., ECL).
Novice learners in particular tend to be poor at moni-

toring their own learning,46e48 and poor monitoring is

unlikely to result in accurate learning task selection.45

Hence, novices need support in the development of these
skills. When properly designed, assessment activities can
serve as assessment as learning: not only are students

informed how well they are doing and what they might do
next, the assessment itself presents them with assessment
criteria they may start using to monitor their learning from

that point forward. Of course, given the narrow limits of
working memory, to be effective in the latter, careful
reflection is needed with regard to how much room there

is, given other learning goals in a particular course or unit
(e.g., examination procedure or clinical reasoning), for a
learning goal on self-regulated learning skills.

Challenge of obtaining evidence for different types of

cognitive load

Although CLT has clearly had a positive impact on edu-
cation in medicine and other areas, obtaining evidence for

different types of cognitive load remains an important chal-
lenge. This section focuses on three key issues around this
challenge: the context in which learning occurs, the continued

use of single-item mental effort ratings, and the timing of
cognitive load and learning outcome measurements.

Context in which learning occurs

Whether a certain activity contributes to ICL and ECL
depends on the learning goals.2 Moreover, given specific

learning goals, while more experienced learners tend to
experience a lower ICL than their less experienced peers when
confronted with the same content, instructional support that

can reduce ECL among the latter may contribute to ECL
among the former. Add to this the fact that, in the context of
a given learning goal, a complex task may both constitute a

higher ICL and trigger an ineffective problem-solving search
(i.e., ECL) among less experienced than among more experi-
enced learners,4,5,10 and we come to realize that the relation

between ICL and ECL may be non-linear and heavily
context-dependent. This finding runs counter to the traditional
conception that ICL and ECL are independent.

Context-dependence might, to some extent, also explain

some of the considerable heterogeneity in the
conceptualization of GCL. Young and Sewell29 summarize it
well: GCL has been defined by different research groups as

related to task learning (in contrast to ICL which is related
to task performance), as the conscious application of
learning strategies such as comparing and contrasting,49 and

as depending on motivation, metacognitive skills, and other
learner-related features. Moreover, others (for example
Sweller and colleagues9) may link GCL to transfer of the

learning material to other situations. Finally, although the
conceptualizations of GCL mentioned thus far treat GCL as
a third type of cognitive load, several scholars have
suggested that, given the definition of learning in CLT (i.e.,

the development and automation of cognitive schemas),
GCL should be redefined as working memory resources
allocated to dealing with ICL1e5,7,8,14,53 (i.e., as part of ICL)

and have used that modified dual model in empirical studies.

Continued use of single-item mental effort ratings

Since the introduction of GCL in 1998,9 many have
treated ICL, ECL, and GCL as three additive and

independent types of cognitive load, meaning that these
three types of cognitive load added together form the total
working memory load or cognitive load and each of these
types of cognitive load can vary independently. Mental

effort invested by a learner in a task or problem has been
assumed to reflect the total working memory load or
cognitive load.50 This model, with three types of cognitive

load forming the total cognitive load or mental effort, has
been criticized for the following reasons.

First, single-item measurements simply do not meet the

purpose. Not only are they e compared to multi-item mea-
surements e unreliable,51 they can never distinguish between
different types of cognitive load.52 Although some

researchers have attempted to keep a particular type of
cognitive load ‘constant’ in experimental design, no
empirical support for the success of such an attempt has
ever been provided. Moreover, using randomized

controlled experiments may at best create conditions that
are on average similar in a particular type of cognitive load
but can never guarantee that different learners experience

exactly the same ICL, the same ECL or e for that matter
e the same GCL. Finally, several studies which asked
participants to rate their mental effort and sets of items

presumably related to the three types of cognitive load
have reported that mental effort ratings are mainly if not
exclusively a reflection of ICL.13,24,28

Despite the arguments against single-item mental effort

ratings, this approach has enjoyed immense popularity,
partly because single items are so easy to administer whereas
other measures of cognitive load such as functional magnetic

resonance imaging (fMRI),53,54 electroencephalography
(EEG),55,56 eye-tracking,57e60 and measures of secondary
task performance5,8,61 require expensive equipment that in

many situations is difficult to use. Moreover, while self-
report measures are inherently limited,4,24 the
aforementioned objective measures might, under certain

assumptions, provide a measure of overall cognitive load
but have not yet resulted in measures of types of cognitive
load. Although there is legitimate disagreement about the
role of GCL, both the two-factor and the three-factor

model state that the ICL-ECL distinction is crucial for the
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design of education and training.1,2,4,5,10,11 In both models,
learning can only be expected if ECL is minimized, and

there is an ICL that stimulates learners to engage in
learning. Hence, we need instruments that enable us to
distinguish between ICL and ECL.

Timing of cognitive load and learning outcome measures

With the suggested change in CLT in which the focus
shifts from learner to learner activity and specific learning
goals determine what is ICL and what is ECL,2 perhaps

the questionnaires developed and used for the
measurement of different types of cognitive load in recent
years12e14,22,24,26e28,62,63 fall short in that they fail to
capture different sources of ICL and ECL (and GCL) in

different contexts. Moreover, the fact that a given
questionnaire yields a three-factor solution13,14,27 does not
mean that the three factors correspond to ICL, ECL, and

GCL, and since the modified dual model does not deny the
existence of GCL, finding three factors does not discard
the modified dual model even if that third factor captures

GCL. If we really want to investigate which of the two
models is more plausible, we will probably need to
administer tests for working memory capacity along with
cognitive load and learning outcome measures in

experiments that allow for careful variation in different
types of cognitive load and where participants are
motivated to use their working memory resources as much

as possible. After all, if the combination of ICL and ECL
is relatively high, additional GCL could result in cognitive
overload. However, when that state of cognitive overload

is reached depends on the limits of the individual learner’s
working memory and, obviously, motivation to invest a
certain effort in the first place. In the two-factor model,

where GCL is part of ICL, the total cognitive load is lower
than the total cognitive load in the three-factor model unless
a learner experiences zero GCL. In other words, in the case of
a relatively high combination of ICL and ECL, cognitive

overload should be slightly less likely in the two-factor than
in the three-factor model.

Apart from the distinction between models on the role of

GCL, if there is such a thing asGCL that can be capturedwith
a questionnaire e such as attempted in recent
years13,14,24,27,28,62,63ewe should be able to find and replicate

meaningful correlations between the factors that supposedly
capture GCL and learning outcome measures.64,65

Unfortunately, no such correlations have been found thus
far. In this context, Young and Sewell29 have made an

important point: studies that have included a measurement
of GCL13,14 have generally administered that measurement
fairly soon after a learning activity, leaving very little time

for schema development or automation to occur. This may
have created a restriction of range in GCL, and the latter is
known to influence correlations of interest (i.e., more often

towards than away from zero) and could thus partly
account for the weak correlations between the supposed
‘GCL’ factor13,14 and learning outcomes.

When we define learning as the development and auto-
mation of cognitive schemas (cf. CLT), learning is by defini-
tion a longitudinal phenomenon, in which types of cognitive
load can vary with time. Unfortunately, however, the vast

majority of studies of cognitive load and learning outcome
measures administer each of thesemeasures once in time, with
cognitive load measures being administered either when

learning (i.e., before performance) or after test performance.4

Just as single-item measurements cannot distinguish between
types of cognitive load, with one-time measurements we

cannot separate variation within learners from variation be-
tween learners. Some studies have demonstrated that asking
students to rate their mental effort multiple times during an

activity tends to yield a lower average mental effort rating
than asking a single mental effort rating at the end.66,67

Moreover, these repeated measurements should not be
averaged into a single rating but treated as is in multilevel

models68 or path models69 to avoid ecological fallacies (e.g.,
a negative relation between a type of cognitive load and
learning outcome appearing positive).

Conclusions

The introduction of CLT in medical education has helped
move both medical education and CLT forward. We have
seen a boom in empirical and theoretical work on CLT and
its implications for medical education, and the medical

domain provides notable opportunities for new research.
Although the question on the distinction between different
types of cognitive load remains a major challenge, the

different models do support the same recommendations for
education and training. The questions that call for further
research should not discourage us from applying CLT to

medical education but rather contribute to the excitement
and motivation to advance that is already a key trademark of
the medical education community.
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